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UHF Model Simulation of Detecting Voids in a Dielectric Medium
Using HF-VHF Airborhe Short-pulse Radar

STEVEN A. ARCONE

INTRODUCTION Airborne subsurface radar surveys havebeen applied
most successfully to depths less than 5 m, using antennas

Underground void detection has received consider- radiating waveforms with center frequencies of 500
able attention in the last 20 to 25 years. Of the several MHzandabove (e.g., Arcone and Delaney 1987,Delaney
geophysical detection methods available (e.g., electro- et al. 1990). These frequencies use small antennas that
magnetic induction, short-pulse radar, seismic, cross- are shielded to reduce clutter (extraneous, unwanted
boreholetomography),short-pulseradarofferstheunique reflections), especially from the aircraft. Frequencies
combination of having the highest resolution and the less than, 100 MHz are required for deeper penetration
highest rate of data acquisition, and being usable from an because they limit conductive attenuation and surface
aircraft.for targets:within about 50 m of the surface. and volume scattering losses. Such frequencies require
Short-pulse radar has been used most often for near- meter-sized !iansmit and receive antennas separated by
surface studies of soils (e.g., Annan and Davis 1976, several meters, a cumbersome arrangement for airborne
S§hih and Doolittle 1987), groundwater (e.g., Delaney et or surface surveys. Short-pulse antennas are usually
0!. 1990) and ice (e.g., Kovacs and Morey 1985, Arcone linear',in-the 10-ito 50-MHz range and unshielded to
and Delaney 1987) at pulse center frequencies between reduce size-andweight (e.g., Watts and Wright 1981).
100 and 500 MHz, a frequency range for which antennas Polarization parallel to the survey direction is thus pref-
are readily available commercially.,Frequencies below 'erable because the transmit and receive antennas can be
100 MHz provide greater penetration, but have been towed in parallel or co-linearly, which makes the con-
used mainly iniow loss media such as glaciers (e.g., figurationeasier to tow both in air and on the ground
WattsandEngland 1976,WattsandWright 1981,Jacobel surface. Unshielded antennas have worked well at high
and Anderson 1987)andpermafrost(e.g.,Dallimoreand .altitudes (Watts and Wright 1981), but at very low
Davis 1987). Short-pulse radar, and also cross-borehole, altitudes havebeen subject to severe clutter between the
one-way transmission techniques, have been useri for aircraftandground surface (Arcone 1988). Thus, an-
surface-basedstudies of crevasses, voids, conduits and tenna shielding may be necessary to avoid this clutter as
mine drifts in glaciers (Jezek et al. 1979, Jacobel and well as to avoid distortion of the transmitted pulse by the
Anderson 1987), bedrock and sediments (e.g.,;Moffatt aircraft'structure. Shielded antennas were used in this
and Puskar 1976, Annan et al. 1988, Greenfield 1988, study because it is the intention of this research to
Moran 1989), andpAviement (e.g., Steinway et al. 1981). develop such ahiennas operating at less t tan 100 MHz.
This paper discusses the results of a scale model operat- Theoretically, dielectric cylinders show-rapid fluc-
ing in the UHF (ultra-high frequency: 300-3000 MHz), tuations in backscatteredlsignalstrength as the radius-to-
band to studythe use of frequencies below 100 MHz in wavelength ratio varies, especially for electric 'field
the HF (3-30 MHz) to VHF (30-300 MHz) bands for an polarization perpendicular to the strike of the void axis,
airborne survey tbdetect voids in a dielectric medium of as suggested by data discussed in Ruck et al. (1970).
low con dictivity, such as ciystalline bedrock or ice. The These fluctuations are attributable to internal and sur-
airborne mode is' chosern for its high rate of ground face resonances, which could distort the reflected wave-
coverage, forms as they continually leak radiation. Moran (1989)



and Greenfield (1988) have shown thatsome distortion Farated into the antenna housing. The VHF-UHF re-
of the forward scatteredowaveform can occur for polar- ceived signals are converted by sampling into an audio
ization perpendicular tb- the strike of the void axis. frequency facsimile for filtering, amplification and re-
Jacobel and Anderson (1987), using pulse center fre- cording. Data are recorded digitally forlaterprocessing,
quencies down to 4-MHz; document shoft-pulse radar but can be sinultaneously displayed or quickly played
distortioi from water bjdies Within glaciers. They use back in strip chart form.
the waveforns.b calculat_&n aplbr9ximate lower limit
oriqhevoiddimensions. A-cone (1990) has regrrted void Control unit
resonances in f id a in this papr, bur farher filtering Te radarsystem used #7as manufactured by the GSSI
discissed laier will:shor, this-notoi be the Case. compai,- (Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc., North

Theobjective of thisstudy Wds, to determine by Salem, N.H.). The control unit wvas a SIR Model 4800
modelifigthe response of a square cross-sectional void mainframe that triggers pulses at a re etition frequency
embeddedina'dieletricmediumtoanaibome-launched of approximately 50 kHz and compiles the received
pulse that Wvas'polariied bothparallel and transverse to oulses into 25.6 scans/s (higher or lower rates are pos-
the directiofi of the void axis. The model frequency was sible). A variety of gain functions:may be applied over
ch6seil to give an in-situ wavelength comparable to the the time range of the scans to suppress high amplitude
void sizes in anticipation thatIhis would give a good- early returns (especially the direct coupling between
combinatior, of strong response and good penetration at transmit and receive pntennas) and enhance low ampli-
full scale. If a significant interaction- was found, the tude later returns. The control unit also sets the time
research would then proceed to construct HF-.VHFband range of-each scan, which can be varied from tens to
transducers for field study, and.eVentually aidapt them thousands of nanoseconds.
for airborne work.

The modeling scales wvere 10, 20 and 40:1 for a void Antennas
size of 2 m. A 2.5- x 4.5-m redtbnguldr concrete box, 1- A GSSI model 101C transducer unit was used in this
m deep, was filled with sand having ameasured bulk study. The unit contains both transmitter and receiver
dielectric constant of about 5.9, whicbis in the range of electronics and the transmit and receive antennas, which
many types of qrystalline bedrock. Embedded in the areseparated about l5cm.Theantennasarebackshielded
sand were three square Styrofoam (dielectric constant
less than 1.1) strips having sidelengths of 5, 10 and 20
cm. Airborne radar profiles were run across the box
using antennas, mounted on a boom off a tracior, that
radiated nanosecond pulses at a center frequency near
870 MHz. This frequency thus allowed.modeling the
response of a 22-, 44- and 87-MHz short-pulse wavelet METAL PLATE

to a 2-m size void. Polarizations both Perpendicular and DIRECT REFLECTION

Commercially available short-,pulse radar (als knw

as impulse, subsurface or grounid-penetrating radar) i /

consists of a control unit, antennas and cables, magnetic "
tape recorder" and a- power supply. The control unit
generates timing signals to key the transmitter on anOff

and synchronizes this keying with the receiver. It con1-
trols the scan rate (how fast individual echo scans ate
compiled), the time range over which one wants to vie,

•, • Timethe echoes, and the gain to be~apphied to the echoes. The
antennas are usually sepaa ted (transmit and receive)
and are designed to radiate and receive a broadband Figure 1. Short-pulse wavefiormr iadiatedi ai!'by
,pulse of only a few to tens of, nanoseconds~d -uration, the GSSI Model 101C antenna. The centerfie-
Consequently, the antennas have very little gain. Elec- quenzcy is approximately the inverse of the period
tronics for the transmitter and receiver are us fally incor- Of the strongest oscillation.
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flaied dipoles with a, resistive end-loading to inhibit stant time delay over the length of the filter, which is
current oscillation. The waveform of a typical wavelet measured in number of scans. Thus, reflectiors- from
radiatedin air by the model IOIC is shown in Figure-'. objects that increase in distance as the antenna moves
The wavelet lasts about 3 ns and is commonly character- (mainly the voids and end walls) improve in quality as
ized by the frequency corresponding to'the period of one unwanted clutter from the tractor, -antenna supports,
oscillation-about 870 MHz-for the- 101C during the sandbox sidewalls, surface and bottom are suppressed.
experiments conducted. The bandwidth is about 60% This filtei was thus extremely useful in isolating the void
(higher bandwidths can be achieved with unshielded reflectionwaveforms. Datainterpretationisbasedmainly
antennas, which can shorten the wavelet to almost an- on the simple echo delay formula
ideal doublet). Theoretical subsurface radiation patterns
aremultilobed(Enghetaetal. 1982), but in airthepattem d = ctl2n (1)
is dominated by a single broad lobe, whose 3-dB
beamwidth is about 700 in both principal radiation planes where d = depth of a reflector (centimeters)
(Arcone et al. 1986). For this study the antenna housing t = echo time delay (nanoseconds)
was fixed to a wooden plank and suspendedover the c = speedofelectromagneticwavesinavacuum
sandbox by attaching the plank to the bucket of a tractor. (30 cm/ns)
The tractor then moved slowly-along the sandbox to do n = real part of the complex index of refraction
the profiles. of the medium through which the waves

have propagated.
Data processing, display
and interpretation For a low loss medium such as dry sand, n-may be re-

All data were recorded in scans of512 eight-bit words placed by 4F where e is the dielectric constant. The factor
on a GSSI DT6000 tape recorder, and then loaded and of-two in eq 1 accounts for the round trip propagation
processed by the RADAN 3.0 (Boucher and Galinovsky path of the pulse. Equation 1 applies only to reflections
1989) program on-a personal computer. Data can be emanating from horizontally flat interfaces of several in-
displayed in either a wiggle trace (amplitude versus time situ wavelengths extent, or to scattering from point
of each scan) or line scan (intensity as color or shades of sources when the location of the point is known. Dif-
grey versus time) format as shown in Figure 2. Individual fracted arrivals generated by inhomogeneities or sloping
scanscan be retrieved with the program. The only signal interfaces can be imaged properly by using the technique

2processing used was a horizontal high pass filter, which of diffraction migration. This will not be used here as the
subtracts the average of many scans on either side of a waveforms within the diffractions themselves are the
particular scan from that particular scan. This filter subject of study.
effectively eliminated any signal that arrived at a con-

SCALE MODEL
Distance

. The interaction of short-pulse radiation of character-
S--istic in-situ wavelength X with square cross-sectional

1o - ' voids in bedrock of dimension a is properly modeled so
long as the ratio afX is preserved, and the material con-
ductivity is insignificant (e.g., Stratton 1941). The con-

- ducivity of a dry sand is generally less than 0.001 S/m,

- .-, as itis also for ice or crystalline rock, which ensures that
. 3E conductivity would not affect the wavelength at eitherP 30 '. the full scale or model frequency. Conductivity can also

affect the scaling of a particular void depth if one is to
40 preserve the ratio of input power to target distance for the

particular system modeled-in this case about a 2. 1-W
peak (manufacturer's specification) to about a 70- to

50 120-cm target distance. However, in our modeled situa-
tion, the estimated skin depth is about five times greater

Figure 2. Idealized wiggle trace scan display (right) than the void depths and so no appreciable effect of
and equivalentline scan iniensitydisplayshouldthese conductivity is expected upon the form or amplitude of
returns remain constant with dLance. the reflected pulses. Conductivity values greater than

3



Plan-View made at slightly different average altitudes. These
• . " I ..... [altitude limits correspond to about 0.7 and 2.2

w avelengths in the scale model and, therefore,
" . I " about 10 to 30 mat 22 MHz and about 5 to 15mat

II I II44 MHz.
. -. [. :I I. 2 Thecenterfrequencyofthepulsespectragives

adominant wavelength within the sand ofabout 14I I I" I . ?"cra. This makes the ratios of void size to dominant
I I I Iin-situ wavelength about 0.35, 0.70 and 1.40 for

.... - I"-. : the 5-, 10- and 20-cm voids, respectively, a ratio
I> " .range that should give a strong response to either
5cm 20cm 10m polarization.In addition,thesimulated frequencies

of 22, 44, and 87 MHz all have theoretical skin
Cross Section depths in highly resistive (greaterthan 10,00091m)

I .- .. " . : - rock or ice in excess of 100 m, ensuring good

-9 - - penetration at these frequencies. Higher frequen-
.. .cies would give better void responses, but insuffi-

cient penetration.

The major limitations to this model are 1) the
- 4.5 m- idealization of the surface as being flat, smooth and

with no dielectric stratification, and 2) unwanted
Figure 3. Plan and fiont view of the sandbox model. reflections (clutter)-from the sides and bottom of

the sandbox. Modeling granitic bedrock or ice as a
low loss, homogeneous medium is valid as long as

about 0.01 would probably cause some pulse distortion the bedrock is not badly weathered or fractur.d. At a
in the modeling beyond that to be seen from the influence modeled frequency of 22 MHz, the wavelength in air is
'-the voids. about 14 m (7 m at 44 MHz). Consequendy, at 22 MHz

Figure 3 is a plan and front view of the sandbox the maximum surface roughness should be no worse
model. The wallsare constructed of 93-cm (3-ft) cubic than about I m (about 0.3 m at 44 MHz) over the ground
blocks of concrete and the bottom is a reinforced con- surface beam-intercept area, the diameter of which is
crete pad. Three square Styrofoam strips of 5-, 20- and about 7 m at a 5-m altitude and 14 m at a 10-m altitude.
10-cm widths were placed across the box at depths of 60, These are not severe restrictions for most terrain. More
43 and 50 cm respectively. The strips were spaced 120 restrictive is the demand for surface dielectric homoge-
cm apart and were wrapped in polyethylene sheeting to neityi. Heavy vegetation, or several meters of soil
keep out moisture. The free space wavelength at the overburden ordeep weathering (i.e., decomposition and
pulse center frequency of 870 MHz in relation to the size fracturing of thebedrock), can severely degrade a signal
of the voids gives full-scale frequencies of 22,44 and 87 both through attenuation in propagating through the
MHz for a 2-m size void. surface layers, and in reflections from these layers.

The time delay between reflections returning from the Consequently, under these conditions the model would
sand surface and the concrete substrate gave an , = 5.9 for best simulate wintertime operation when unfrozen mois-
thesand, which isintherangeofmostigneous rocks. Felsic ture and vegetation is minimal.
granites have e values between 5.3 and 7.0 in the mega-
hertz range, while mafic types tend to be slightly higher as
do marbles and foliatedmetamorphic rocks (Keller 1984). RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Lower F values are found in quartzites (4.5) and ice (3.2).
Dry sand has an e of about 2.6, so that this sand had a slight Figures 4a and b show two airborne profiles over the
moisture content of about 2%. Whatever conductivity this buried voids. Figure 4a is for the electric field polarized
caused, it was not sufficient to affect the pulse waveform, parallel to the void axes and Figure 4b for the perpen-
as will be seen later. dicular case. The records are in wiggle trace format, are

The antenna unit was fixed to a wooden plank, which, cropped to 20- and 30-ns segments of the original record
in turn, was attached to the hydraulically lifted dump on (Fig. 4a and 4b respectively), and are each about 300
a tractor. The tractor then moved along the side of the scans long. The 0-ns reference is placed at the position of
sandbox to profile the voids. Altitude above the sand the antennas, with 0.5 ns added to account for the inter-
surface varied between about 23 and 85 cm during any antenna spacing. In each figure the upper profile is the
one profile, and the two profiles to be discussed were raw data, the middle profile is the raw data with a
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Figure 4. Wiggle traceform at displays of the parallel and perpendicular
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background removal filter applied that is 19 scans wide distance is 4.5 m. The same time range gain function was

with a triangular weighting function, and the lower used for each profile.
profile has the same filter, but is 101 scans wide. The In all profiles in Figure 4, the sand surface, which was

triangular weighting emphasizes the scans nearest the level, appears to vary slightly in height because of

center scan in computing average values along each antenna height changes. This event is followed by a

scan. The uneven speed of the tractor prevents use of an series of three hyperbolas corresponding to each of the

exact linear horizontal distance scale, but the entire voids. Beneath the hyperbola peaks in both Figures 4a
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and b are some bandsstarting at about 15 ns after the tions, it is not a major effect. This is borne out by exam-
surface reflection. This is the sand/concrete pad inter- ination of some of the filtered waveforms, shown later.
face at 0.93 m depth and the time delay gives an F-= 5.9. The airbornetheoretical response fora point target50
Just below the hyperbola peaks in Figure 4a are reflec- cm deep in sand (e = 5.9) is shown in Figure 5. The
tions identified as aside wall response because their time response is not an exact hyperbola, as such shapes occur
delays correspond to the round trip air distance to the only for one-layer cases. The responses in Figure 5 are
sidewall edge. Running diagonally across the record in computed for antenna altitudes of 60 and 82.5 cm and
Figure 4b are several events identified as air waves are to be compared with the response 100 cm off-axis to
reflected from the end walls; they are seen most clearly the 10-cm void (about scan 175 in Fig. 4b), which shows
in the middle profile. a 4.5-ns increase in time delay from the peak response.

It is apparent that all three voids produce visible Subtracting 1.0 ns for the altitude increase of 22.5-cm,
responses, with the weakest being for parallel polariza- the actual increase of 3.5 ns is what theory predicts.
tion over the 5-cm void. The parallel polarization profile However, there is contamination of the hyperbolas from
shows the strongest response to the 10- and 20-cm voids, the walls and bottom. For example, the 10-cm void
about twice the amplitude at the peak of the hyperbola of response crosses an end wall reflection around scan 254
the 5-cm void response (waveforms shown later). The for perpendicular polarization, and crosses a side Jvall
perpendicular polarization profile shows the strongest responseforparallelpolarizationaroundscan245.There
response to the 10-cm void, but surprisingly, at positions is also much overlap between hyperbolas and so most of
slightly off axis on both sides of the hyperbola peak; for the scans analyzed next are picked from the hyperbola
example, the amplitude at scan 259 is found to be about peaks where this overlap is minimal.
50% higher than the amplitude of scan 240 at the hyper- Figure 6 shows several individual scans extracted
bola peak. The perpendicular response to the 5-cm void from the filtered (N = 101) paralle' nd perpendicular
is nearly as strong at about 70% of the amplitude of scan polarization profiles respectively. -ach sequence of
259. The 20-cm void response is the weakest at only three scans is taken near the peaks of the hyperbolas; the
about one-third of the strength of the 10-cm case. These middle scan of each sequence is at the peak. Both the
5- and 10-cm responses are manifested by prominent sand surface and the void responses are darkened; the
hyperbolas, some of whose asymptotes extend about 3 m darkened areas were chosen on the basis of the number
both to the right of the 5-cm void and to the left of the 10- of oscillations that consistently appear throughout the
cm void on the perpendicular polarization record. It is hyperbolas (e.g., Pig. 7). The periods of the void reflec-
apparent from the filtering that along the lengths of these tions are the same as those of the surface reflections and
hyperbolas there are at most four bands, corresponding center all the pulse spectra between 850-900 MHz. In
to the two oscillations of the input waveform (Fig. 1). addition, all the void reflections are similar in waveform
This implies that if there is any resonance to the reflec- to that of the incident wavelet-for example, Figure 1 or

12 1

Altitude

Ocr

16-
CDE

20
-160 -80 0 80 160

Distance (cm)

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of radar wavelet time delays received at 60- and
82.5-cm altitude fron a point scatterer located50 cm deep in an P = 5.9 dielectric
medium. The time delays at different off.void axis distances are those seen in Figure 4b
for the 10-cm void.
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Figure 7. Wiggle trace display of sections of2O scans containing reflections
from the 10-cm voidfor both parallel (top, scans 191-210) and perpendiclar

('Middle, scans 191-210; bottom, scans 302-321) polarizations. Background
removalfilter isfor N = 19. The part ofthe responses that is consistentfrom trace to

trace contains no more thanfour major hatf cycles, as does the input waveform of

Figure]1.1

the surface reflection of scan 203 for parallel polariza- maintaining amplitude along the hyperbolas near their
tion. Scan 203 is also strong enough to show the polar- peak, as in the case of the 10-cm void (perpendicular
ization reversal between the sand-surface and void re- polarization), where the amplitude increase off axis is
flections, as expected for opposing contrasts in dielectric particularly strong. For example, the applied gain in-
constants between air and sand. It is therefore apparent creases by afactor of 1.5 from the 20-ns delay at scan 240
that there is little, if any, resonance or peculiar character (peak of the hyperbola), to the 24-ns delay off peak (scan
in the void reflections. 220), which strongly overcompensates for any decrease

As discussed above, the strongest response for paral- caused by further antenna distance.

lel polarization occurs for the 20-cm void and the weak- Although there is no theory available for scattering
est for the 5-cm void (note the 2x gain). For perpen- from a square void in a dielectric matrix, the theory for
dicular polarization, the strongest response occurs for infinite circular cylinders (Ruck et al. 1970) is thought to
the 10-cm void and the weakest for the 20-cm void. The be very similar,* especially the case of a dielectric
amplitudes of the surface reflections are not indicative of cylinder in air, which should have some similarities to
the amplitude strength incident upon the void; they are
more affected by the filtering than arethe void reflec- to crsonal communication with R. Greenfield, Pennsylvania
tions. The time range gain function strongly accounts for State University, 1990.

10



the present problem:Over the radius-(takeh as half the overburden) and scattering.The fact that perpendicular
void width)-to-in-situ-wavelength ratios of 0.18, 0.36 polarization worked well is advantageous for airborne
and 0.72-for the 5-, 10- and 20-cm voids, respectively, work with linear antennas flying transversely across
the backscattering dross section of a perfectly conduct- subsurface voids.
ing cylinder varies insignificantly for parallel polariza-
tion, but for perpendicular can vary by approximately 3
dB abouit the parallel value. This variation is attributable LITERATURE CITED
to- surface modes traveling around the cylinder. For a
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